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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A spindle valve for preventing the escape of an oper 
ating medium and resistant to extreme temperature dif 
ferentials in said medium, the valve including a housing 
and an axially movable spindle having a closure means at 
one end adjacent a valve seat in the housing. A siphon 
surrounds the spindle and is spaced from the closure 
means, and a tube connects the closure means to the 
siphon. A siphon chamber exists between the siphon and 
the housing, and a narrow annulus exists between the 
tube and the housing. Cooling ?ns are connected to the 
housing adjacent the narrow annulus, and a heating means 
surrounds the siphon chamber. 

This invention concerns spindle valves generally, and 
speci?cally a device for sealing spindles axially movable 
in a housing to prevent the escape of an operating medi 
um, for example, liquid sodium for use in nuclear re~ 
actors. A siphon surrounds the spindle and a narrow 
radial gap, relative to its length, is provided between the 
housing and the spindle axially between the siphon and 
a valve disk. , 

The sealing of liquid valves represents a special prob 
lem when confronted with excessive temperatures, par— 
ticularly if great nominal widths and strokes are required. 
Since the seal must be completely gas-tight, metal siphons 
are preferably used for sealing. At high temperatures the 
usual materials lose so much in strength that the loading 
capacity of siphons made therefrom is very low. in addi 
tion, the corrosion increases considerably in these mate 
rials, particularly at temperatures over 600° C., which 
can lead to premature failure of the sealing elements in 
view of the small wall thicknesses of metal siphons. Metal 
alloys, which show better strength properties at high tem 
peratures, contain major portions of alloying elements, 
such as nickel, for example, which can be dissolved by 
liquid nickel at temperatures over 600° C., so that the 
sealing element may likewise fail. 

It is logical to cool the area where the siphon is ar 
ranged so that it attains a lower temperature level than 
the operating medium in the valve. Such a solution has 
the disadvantage, however, that dissolved impurities of 
the liquid metals, particularly the oxides thereof, travel 
in the coldest spot of the valve, that spot being the 
siphon. The result is a concentration of alkali-metal ox 
ide in the area of the siphon, which can lead to a very 
rapid destruction of the siphon by corrosion. Besides, 
there is a danger that when the valve is used at low tem 
peratures, the temperature at the location of the siphon 
will drop down to the solidi?cation point of the operating 
medium (particularly in the case of sodium) and the 
siphon is therefore mechanically destroyed when the valve 
is actuated, due to solidi?cation of the operating medium. 
The object of the present invention is to avoid the 

above-mentioned disadvantages and to keep the siphon 
at a substantially constant temperature of 300° C., for 
example, substantially independent of the temperature of 
the operating medium. This is achieved according to the 
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2 
invention by an apparatus of the above-mentioned type 
by providing a cooling gap having cooling ?ns provided 
on its outer wall, and the siphon chamber can be heated, 
for example, by means of an electric heating coil sur 
rounding it. 

‘Further details of the apparatus according to the in 
vention will result from the following description of an 
embodiment of the invention which is represented sche 
matically in the drawing, showing a valve for liquid 
sodium in a longitudinal section. 
The inner limiting surface of a coolable gap 1 is de 

?ned by a tube-like siphon 8 consisting of a stainless 
chrome-nickel steel accordian portion having one end 
attached to valve housing 5, and the other end having a 
tube 2 sealingly connected with a valve disk 4. The gas 
space 3’ existing between the siphon 8 and a valve spindle 
3 is ?lled with a protective gas, for example, argon, 
which can be introduced through a nipple 11. The gas 
space 3' is sealed by a stuffing box which comprises a 
packing 13 and a gland 12. The outer limiting surface of 
a coolable gap 1 is de?ned by a cylindrical part 6 of the 
housing provided with cylindrical, preferably outwardly ex 
tending radially-arranged cooling ?ns 7. The longitudinal 
zone of part 6 adjacent the siphon and adjoining the 
cooling ?ns 7 is embraced by a heating coil 9 by means 
of which siphon 8 is electrically heated. The heating coil 
9 is surrounded at its sides remote of the siphon by a 
heat-insulating layer 10. The part 6 with the cooling ?ns 
7 can easily be so dimensioned that, with constant in 
tensity of the electric current traversing the heating coil 
9, the temperature of the siphon 8 is practically inde 
pendent of the temperature of the liquid sodium inside 
valve housing 5 and, on the other hand, the point of the 
lowest temperature in the liquid sodium is not in the 
area of the siphon chamber 8' but in the coolable gap 
1. Elimination and concentration of impurities therefore 
takes place practically only in this gap 1, where the im 
purities are relatively harmless. The liquid sodium op 
erating medium remains in its liquid state between the 
siphon 8 and interior 5’ of the valve housing 5, even at 
operating temperatures which are close to the solidi?ca 
tion point of liquid sodium, so that the discharge capac— 
ity of the siphon chamber 8 is ensured. 

In a liquid metal system of high temperatures, for ex 
ample, in circuits of nuclear reactors with sodium cool 
ing, high temperature-variation velocities are to be ex 
pected. These particularly impair the behavior of the ?t 
tings. Due to the unsymmetry of the currents around the 
control body of the valves, particularly in corner valves, 
valve spindles assume greatly varying temperatures under 
non-stationary temperature conditions because of the 
high heat transfer coe?icients of liquid metals, so that 
the valve spindles are bent and a proper operation of 
the valve is no longer certain. Another advantage of the 
above-described embodiment of the apparatus according 
to the invention consists in that this disadvantage is posi 
tively avoided, since, on the one hand, a hollow space 
3', preferably ?lled with protective gas, is provided be 
tween the tube 2 and the valve spindle 3, and on the 
other hand, the tube 2 is only clamped on one end. It can 
therefore be freely deformed by the above-mentioned tem 
perature shock, with only negligible siphon forces acting 
as restoring forces. The valve spindle itself remains un 
affected by the temperature shocks due to the insulating 
effect of the gas space, and therefore retains its shape. 
The tubular part can be so dimensioned that it has a 
practically unlimited life both in view of the corrosion 
stress at the high temperatures and of the internal stresses 
due to the temperature shock. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a spindle valve which includes a housing, an axi 

ally movable spindle having closure means formed on 
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one end adjacent a valve seat in the housing, and inlet 
and outlet passageson opposite sides of said valve seat 
for a liquid operating medium, the improvement com 
prising a tubular siphon surrounding and spaced from 
said spindle and sealingly connected to the closure means 
at said one end and the housing at the other end of the 5 

movable spindle, said siphon comprising a tube at said _ 
one end of said spindle spaced from the housing to form 
a narrow gap as compared to the length of the gap, and 
a bellows at said other end of said spindle spaced from 
the housing to form a siphon chamber; cooling means 
arranged on the housing adjacent said narrow gap; and 
heating means arranged on the housing adjacent said bel 
lows, wherein the medium present in said narrow gap is 
cooled and that portion of the medium present in said 
siphon chamber is heated. 

2. A spindle valve as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
heating means is a resistance heating coil wrapped around 
a portion of said housing and heat insulating means sur 
rounds said coil to direct the heat inwardly toward said - 
siphon chamber. 

3. A spindle valve as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
liquid operating medium is sodium; said bellows is made 
of stainless steel and said heating means keeps the sodium 
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in said siphon chamber at a substantially constant tem 
perature of 300° C. 

4. A spindle valve as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
cooling means are cooling ribs attached to that portion 
of the housing surrounding said narrow gap. 

5. A spindle valve as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
narrow gap is an annulus and the inlet and outlet pas 
sages are at approximately right angles to each other. 
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